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Responsibility	Mary	Anne	Staniszewski.	Imprint	New	York	:	Penguin,	1995.	Physical	description	x,	308	p.	:	ill.	;	22	cm.	Start	at	call	number:	Showing	1-30	Start	your	review	of	Believing	Is	Seeing:	Creating	the	Culture	of	Art	An	interesting	book	by	an	art	historian	where	she	doesn't	focus	on	linear	time	like	most	historians.	The	book	is	in	the	style	of	a
slide	lecture	and	presents	a	really	great	argument.	She	argues	that	art	is	only	300	years	old.	An	interesting	book	by	an	art	historian	where	she	doesn't	focus	on	linear	time	like	most	historians.	The	book	is	in	the	style	of	a	slide	lecture	and	presents	a	really	great	argument.	She	argues	that	art	is	only	300	years	old.	...more	Sep	13,	2007	Emma	rated	it
did	not	like	it	If	you	have	any	knowledge	of	art/art	history,	this	book	is	basically	useless.	The	information	is	painfully	redundant	and	presented	as	if	the	author	were	writing	for	young	children.	Required	summer	reading	before	my	AP	Art	History	course.	Good	intro	into	it	for	someone	who	doesn't	know	anything	about	art	history.	Made	me	reconsider
some	things	I	took	for	granted.	I	recommend	this	for	people	(especially	high	school	students)	who	want	to	read	an	easy	book	that	turns	some	concepts	on	its	head	and	forces	the	reader	to	either	consider	a	new	way	of	thinking	or	defend	their	own.	Good	even	if	you	aren't	super	into	art/art	history,	but	people	who	like	museums	(like	me)	will	find	it
Required	summer	reading	before	my	AP	Art	History	course.	Good	intro	into	it	for	someone	who	doesn't	know	anything	about	art	history.	Made	me	reconsider	some	things	I	took	for	granted.	I	recommend	this	for	people	(especially	high	school	students)	who	want	to	read	an	easy	book	that	turns	some	concepts	on	its	head	and	forces	the	reader	to	either
consider	a	new	way	of	thinking	or	defend	their	own.	Good	even	if	you	aren't	super	into	art/art	history,	but	people	who	like	museums	(like	me)	will	find	it	particularly	interesting.	...more	Sep	27,	2021	E	L	K	Y	rated	it	really	liked	it	I	think	I	would	enjoy	the	reading	lot	more,	if	I	actually	had	a	copy	of	the	book	and	not	the	digital	version,	which	i	often
struggle	with.	Especially	reading	art	books,	one	likes	to	go	back	few	pages	to	go	back	over	previous	examples.	That	said	I	think	its	nicely	constructed	book	for	anyone	wondering	what	is	art	in	the	most	fundamental	way	there	is	and	wants	to	broaden	the	views	on	it	with	an	easy	read.	Sep	26,	2021	Esar	Chaudhry	rated	it	really	liked	it	3.5*	I	don’t	agree
with	everything	she	has	to	say,	but	it	was	an	interesting	read	and	she	handled	and	delivered	the	information	very	well.	In	my	opinion,	to	gate-keep	art	within	a	few	centuries	is	absurd.	Otherwise,	I	agree	with	her	feminist	view	on	woman’s	lack	on	privilege	in	the	world	of	creativity	and	politics,	and	her	opinion	on	museum	culture	to	some	extent.	Mar
22,	2022	Zoe	Chad	added	it	This	review	has	been	hidden	because	it	contains	spoilers.	To	view	it,	click	here.	It's	funny	how	fascinating	and	interesting	I	can	find	something	when	I	am	not	forced	to	read	it	for	school.	Almost	7	years	later	I	picked	up	this	book	with	the	open	mindset	that	allowed	me	to	enjoy	the	knowledge	and	views	that	Staniszewski
shares	in	these	pages.	It's	funny	how	fascinating	and	interesting	I	can	find	something	when	I	am	not	forced	to	read	it	for	school.	Almost	7	years	later	I	picked	up	this	book	with	the	open	mindset	that	allowed	me	to	enjoy	the	knowledge	and	views	that	Staniszewski	shares	in	these	pages.	...more	Dec	20,	2018	Sophie	Cheung	rated	it	really	liked	it
actually	enjoyed	this	book	a	lot!	it	was	a	very	easy	and	simple	read	with	some	ideas	that	i	hadn't	thought	of	before.	actually	enjoyed	this	book	a	lot!	it	was	a	very	easy	and	simple	read	with	some	ideas	that	i	hadn't	thought	of	before.	...more	This	book	is	really	for	laymen	but	it's	a	fantastically	clear	way	of	explaining	some	of	the	motivations	behind	some
contemporary	art.	Its	emphasis	is	on	politically	driven	work.	This	book	would	be	a	good	answer	to	a	lot	of	instances	of	the	question	'how	is	that	art?'	...	not	so	much	in	terms	of	things	like	abstract	expressionism	or,	I	don't	know,	Jessica	Stockholder	or	David	Shrigley.	It's	an	excellent	fast	read	too,	and	very	well	illustrated.	This	book	is	really	for	laymen
but	it's	a	fantastically	clear	way	of	explaining	some	of	the	motivations	behind	some	contemporary	art.	Its	emphasis	is	on	politically	driven	work.	This	book	would	be	a	good	answer	to	a	lot	of	instances	of	the	question	'how	is	that	art?'	...	not	so	much	in	terms	of	things	like	abstract	expressionism	or,	I	don't	know,	Jessica	Stockholder	or	David	Shrigley.
It's	an	excellent	fast	read	too,	and	very	well	illustrated.	...more	May	16,	2011	Kathline	added	it	Mary	Anne	Staniszewski,	former	lecturer	and	professor	of	contemporary	art,	culture	and	critical	theory	at	Rhode	Island	School	of	Design,	wrote	this	book	based	on	her	teaching	lectures	on	art	history.	She	has	livened	up	and	rethought	the	curriculum,	and
has	produced	an	accessible	thoughtful	survey	on	modern,	postmodern	art	theory.	Dec	30,	2013	Sarah	Camp	rated	it	really	liked	it	This	book	gives	you	a	quick	look	at	various	forms	of	'art',	how	we	view	it,	what	criteria	we	use	to	determine	what	art	is,	what	it's	intentions	are	and	an	overall	theme	of	accepting	that	what	most	people	consider	art	isn't
really	art.	This	book	gives	you	a	quick	look	at	various	forms	of	'art',	how	we	view	it,	what	criteria	we	use	to	determine	what	art	is,	what	it's	intentions	are	and	an	overall	theme	of	accepting	that	what	most	people	consider	art	isn't	really	art.	...more	Aug	27,	2014	Susanne	rated	it	it	was	ok	Hmmm.	it	was	ok.	Didn't	love	it.	Yes,	she	makes	some	good
points.	Perhaps	it's	because	this	book	is	so	dated	now.	It	would	be	interesting	to	hear	this	author's	take	on	the	impact	of	the	internet	and	social	media	and	everything	that	has	happened	since	this	book	was	written.	or	not.	Hmmm.	it	was	ok.	Didn't	love	it.	Yes,	she	makes	some	good	points.	Perhaps	it's	because	this	book	is	so	dated	now.	It	would	be
interesting	to	hear	this	author's	take	on	the	impact	of	the	internet	and	social	media	and	everything	that	has	happened	since	this	book	was	written.	or	not.	...more	Dec	08,	2008	Erica	marked	it	as	to-read	I	met	with	Mary	Anne,	she	works	at	Rensselaer	Polytechnic's	fine	art	dept.	Very	cool	that	I	happened	to	own	Mary	Anne's	book,	too	bad	I	hadn't	read
it	yet	when	I	met	with	her.	I	met	with	Mary	Anne,	she	works	at	Rensselaer	Polytechnic's	fine	art	dept.	Very	cool	that	I	happened	to	own	Mary	Anne's	book,	too	bad	I	hadn't	read	it	yet	when	I	met	with	her.	...more	Dec	20,	2016	Flo	rated	it	really	liked	it	When	we	look	at	the	art	that	was	created	in	the	past	we	can	see	more	clearly	the	works	of	art.	In	the
world	today,	everyone	can	be	an	'artist'.	So,	what	are	the	today's	"works	of	art?"	When	we	look	at	the	art	that	was	created	in	the	past	we	can	see	more	clearly	the	works	of	art.	In	the	world	today,	everyone	can	be	an	'artist'.	So,	what	are	the	today's	"works	of	art?"	...more	Jun	07,	2007	Larissa	rated	it	really	liked	it	Recommends	it	for:	people	who	want
to	understand	how	the	concept	of	art	as	we	know	it	has	come	to	exist	Define:	Art.	Jun	20,	2007	Jason	rated	it	really	liked	it	Recommends	it	for:	artists	/	art	history	buffs	This	book	is	a	nice	introductory	reader	to	art	and	art	history,	the	movers	and	shakers,	the	major	movements,	and	how	our	culture	views	art.	Mel	Bordeleau	rated	it	really	liked	it	Jun
05,	2013	Jenn	rated	it	it	was	amazing	Aug	25,	2007	Mario	rated	it	it	was	amazing	Jul	11,	2014	Dalila	rated	it	really	liked	it	Apr	30,	2021	Logan	rated	it	it	was	ok	Mar	18,	2019	Shell	rated	it	really	liked	it	Apr	01,	2011	Want	more?	Advanced	embedding	details,	examples,	and	help!	VDOC.PUB	Authors:	Mary	Anne	Staniszewski	PDF	Art	Download	Embed
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Culture	Today	255	Selected	Bibliography	303	309	Picture	Credits	.	Instructions	for	Use	I	when	I	World	make	began	working	on	this	book,	in	a	sense,	twelve	years	ago,	was	confronted	with	the	task	of	teaching	"The	History	of	Art."	I	decided	to	restructure	the	standard	lectures	in	order	to	this	anachronistic	college	course	ideas	for	this	book	more	really
fell	into	place	marily	to	graduate	students	and	seniors	and	critical	theory	at	the	Rhode	The	intellectually	valid.	when	began	teaching	I	—contemporary	—	pri-	art,	culture,	Island	School	of	Design	in	1985.	I	devised	preliminary	lectures	that	were	intended	to	efficiently	dispel	much	of	the	outdated	mythology	regarding	and	culture	and	that	were	meant
art,	modern	subjectivity,	to	facilitate	the	students'	approach-	ing	their	field	from	a	relatively	sophisticated	perspective.	decided	to	turn	nally	took	into	account	fessionals	theory,	my	many	lectures	into	a	I	me	I	fi-	six	years	ago,	of	the	questions	artists,	dealers,	had	often	asked	and	book	some	When	and	I	art	pro-	regarding	aspects	of	art	history	and	also
considered	the	discussions	that	have	had	with	I	in-	dividuals	outside	the	field	about	the	history	of	art.	As	(1)	shape	art	I	see	it,	It	is	meant	this	book	has	a	number	of	uses:	to	be	a	supplement	to	the	canonical	texts	that	and	humanities	course	curriculum.	I	am	not,	however,	sug-	gesting	getting	rid	of	our	culture's	collective	aesthetic	fact,	I	memory.	In
have	gone	to	great	lengths	to	use	the	most	powerful	and	famous	images	of	what	has	been	called	our	ceive	this	book	as	a	means	"museum	without	walls."	I	con-	to	reframe	this	massive	institutionalized	canon	in	order	to	lay	a	new	groundwork	and	to	raise	important	ques-	tions.	(2)	modern	I	would	hope	that	individuals	who	and	contemporary	art	and
culture	but	are	informed	about	who	are	not	familiar	with	certain	aspects	of	modern	and	contemporary	art	history	and	theory	would	find	this	book	a	helpful	overview.	(3)	I	also	culture	in	general	hope	that	individuals	who	would	find	this	are	interested	in	art	and	book	an	intriguing	introduction	these	subjects	and	a	response	to	the	question,	What	is	art?
to	What	I	come	his	to	have	is	a	Is	Art?	book	about	meaning	and	what	Art,	not	Art,	and	is	how	things	value.	The	most	powerful	and	obvious	"truths"	within	cultures	are	often	the	things	that	are	not	said	and	not	directly	acknowledged.	In	the	modern	era,	this	has	been	the	case	with	Art.	Everything	that	we	shaped	by	our	be	outside	of	think,	histories.	its
remember,	invent,	create,	Among	and	privileged	is	and	particular	time	symbols	and	languages.	ularly	visible	know	about	Nothing	ourselves	and	our	world	"natural"	in	the	sense	that	place.	When	we	it	is	can	see,	feel,	touch,	and	dream,	we	must	use	our	cultural	these	"languages,"	Art	holds	a	partic-	place.	By	looking	at	Art,	we	can	begin	to	understand
the	way	our	representations	acquire	meaning	and	power.	To	question	what	is	Art	and	to	see	it	as	something	that	has	specific	history	and	belongs	to	a	particular	era	can	tell	us	so	a	much	about	our	culture	and	ourselves.	For	example,	what	would	you	think	if	you	were	told	that	.	.	.	Michelangelo:	Creation	of	Adam,	Sistine	Chapel,	This	was	not	Art.	1508-
12	Venus	of	Willendorf,	25,000-20,000	And	this	B.C.	was	not	Art.	of	Versailles,	Le	Vou,	Andre	Le	Notre:	Palace	Jules	Hordouin-Monsort,	Louis	And	this	was	not	Art.	1661-1710	Pyramids,	Giza,	Nor	was	this.	c.	2500	B.C.	Nike	of	Somothroce,	Nor	was	c.	190	B.C.	this.	6	.	Jean-Antoine	Watteau:	Pilgrimage	to	Cythera,	Nor	was	this.	1717	Sivo	Notaraja,
eleventh	century	Nor	this.	The	Limbourg	Brothers:	"February"	from	Les	Ires	Riches	Hemes	du	Due	de	Berry,	Nor	this.	1413-16	Reliquory	figure,	Gabon,	Bakota,	late	nineteenth	or	early	twentieth	century	Nor	10	this.	Detail	of	votive	painting,	China,	a.d.	Nor	11	this.	983	Leonardo	do	Nor	1:	this.	Vinci:	Mono	Lisa,	1503-05	Marcel	Duchamp:	L//.0.0.0.,
77ns	13	is	Art.	1919	Pablo	Picasso:	Les	Demoiselles	d'Avignon,	This	14	is	Art.	1907	Marcel	Duchamp:	Fountain,	And	15	this	is	Art.	1917	Piet	Mondrian:	Painting	And	I,	1926	this.	16	.	Gocring	Butter	j.	»).„	Hamburger	Rede	o	o	o	„ErZ	lldt	StCtS	Cifl	und	Schmalz	haben	hochstens	cin	John	Heartfield:	Hurrah,	die	Butter	istalle!	(Hurrah,	the	Butter	And	17
this.	Reich	Volk	Is	All	fett	Gone!),	1935	gemacht'	c€^	1	K05PA3tM	Vladimir	Tatlin:	Model	of	And	is	Monument	this.	to	the	Third	International,	1	91	9-20	Robert	Smithson:	Spiral	Jetty,	1970,	photograph	by	Gianfronco	Gorgoni	And	19	this.	Adrian	Piper:	Cornered,	1988.	And	20	this.	Cindy	Sherman:	Film	still,	1978	Cindy	Sherman:	Film	still,	1979	And	:i
this.	!	Evo	Hesse:	Contingent,	And	this.	1969	1	^B	/-*«nrtf«	4	.	H	Viv	V'^i--,	1	Mvvt'	KmM^R	1	^^^iffli	^%-r	Imp	mm	mk	1H	igfH	I	..	.	-	i	1	^	E	i	•	•	jdajfe	:	Bs&W^SoSffPI	ffiHgpv	*£.$	5*	Edward	And	23	this.	B	J.	jc^^B	Steichen:	Rodin's	Balzac,	1909	Jackson	Pollock:	One,	number	31,	1950	And	24	this	is	Art.	Eugene	Delacroix:	Death	of	Sardanapalus,
1827	Art.	25	Art	(ait),	sb.	ME.	[a.	OF.	:—	L.	arfem,	prob.	ar-	to	fit.	The	OF.	ars,	nom.	(sing,	and	pi.),	was	also	used.]	I.	Skill.	Sing,	art;	no	pi.	i.	%en.	Skill	as	the	result	of	knowledge	and	practice,	a.	Human	skill	(opp.	to	nature)	ME.	3.	The	learning	of	the	schools	;	see	II.	1.	fa.	spec.	The	trivium,	or	any	of	its	subjects	-I	573-	b.	gen.	Learning,	science	(arch.)
1588.	t4.	spec.	Technical	or	professional	skill	-1677.	5.	The	application	of	skill	to	subjects	of	taste,	as	poetry,	music,	etc.	esp.	in	mod.	use	:	Perfection	of	workmanship	or	execution	as	an	object	in	itself	1620.	6.	Skill	applied	to	the	arts	of	imitation	and	design,	Painting,	Architecture,	etc.;	the	cultivation	of	these	in	its	principles,	practice,	and	results.	(The
most	usual	mod.	f.	;	lv.)	1668.	Joseph	Kosuth:	"Titled	(Art	as	Idea	as	Idea),"	1967	Art.	26	Andy	Warhol:	Four	Mono	Art.	27	Lisas,	1963	—	"Art"	hundred	is	years.	an	invention	of	the	modern	era	The	magnificent	—that	is,	objects	and	fragments	the	past	two	and	buildings	created	by	pre-modern	peoples	were	appropriated	by	our	culture	and	transformed
into	Art.	Art,	as	we	know	it,	is	something	made	to	be	seen	a	relatively	recent	phenomenon	and	in	galleries,	preserved	in	chased	by	collectors,	and	reproduced	within	the	mass	media.	an	artist	creates	a	work	of	Art	it	ries,	art	systems	of	Art	museums,	and	publications,	When	has	no	intrinsic	use	or	value;	but	this	artwork	circulates	within	the	so	on)	it	is
museums,	pur-	when	(galleries,	art	histo-	acquires	a	depth	of	meaning,	a	breadth	of	importance,	and	an	increase	in	value	that	greater	proportionately	than	perhaps	anything	else	in	the	is	modern	world.	Everything	in	tions.	Institutions	set	life	is	shaped	and	defined	by	its	picture	and	the	a	particular	object	as	sculpture.	28	various	institu-	up	the
boundaries	and	conventions	the	way	a	painting's	frame	shapes	demarks	its	for	things	way	a	pedestal	This	was	one	of	the	things	to	be	seen	when	Marcel	began	making	his	"readymades"	Alfred	Stieglitz	photograph	of	Marcel	We	"see"	changed	when	Duchamp	thetic	institution	fore,	most	museum	likely	or	a	this	—an	it	book	Duchamp's	Fountain	urinal
Duchamp	in	1913:	as	in	Jhe	Blind	Man	no.	2,	sculpture	because	May	1917	its	function	placed	this	piece	of	plumbing	within	an	aes-	art	exhibition.	If	you	have	seen	Fountain	be-	was	within	an	aesthetic	institution	like	this	one.	These	situations	are	—	for	example,	among	a	the	con-	ventions	that	frame	this	urinal	as	Art.	Today	Fountain	is	one	of	the	classic
artworks	of	the	twenti-	eth	century.	But	the	original	Fountain	has	disappeared	propriate,	considering	Duchamp's	initial	concerns	and	his	participation	in	Dadaism.	irreverent,	If	—which	is	ap-	anti-aesthetic	you	see	Fountain	in	a	museum	or	a	private	collection,	it	is	probably	one	of	the	editions	Duchamp	produced	in	the	1950s	and	1960s,	when	a	great
deal	of	the	contemporary	Art	was	called	"Neo-Dada."	29	Venus	of	Willendorf,	25,000-20,000	Similar	to	B.C.	Duchamp's	Fountain,	the	Venus	seen	as	Art	because	its	meaning	and	value	created	within	the	institutions	of	Art	that	have	described	30	it.	—	for	for	of	Willendorf	is	our	culture	have	been	example,	the	art	histories	We	the	modern	can	understand
Duchamp's	Fountain	practice	of	treating	ferent	cultures	piece	of	and	periods	as	Art.	In	a	sense	bathroom	plumbing,	putting	tion,	titling	it	comment	on	it	on	dif-	Duchamp's	taking	it	in	a	Duchamp	a	a	pedestal	in	an	art	exhibi-	Fountain,	and	thereby	transforming	a	urinal	into	Art	not	so	different	from	urine,	placing	as	a	and	understanding	objects	from	is
art	historians'	taking	this	25,000-year-old	fig-	museum,	titling	it	Venus,	and	christening	it	Art.	has	spoken	specifically	about	this	in	terms	of	our	culture's	aesthetic	appreciation	of	African	ritual	objects	as	so-called	"Primitive"	Art,	an	appreciation	that	dates	primarily	from	the	begin-	ning	of	the	twentieth	century:	to	religious	things;	the	We	tion.	have
created	We	created	SI	it	it	in	for	word	"It	is	itself	we	who	have	given	the	name	doesn't	exist	among	'primitives.'	thinking	about	ourselves,	about	our	our	sole	and	unique	use."	'art'	satisfac-	1	'	We	can	the	modem	understand	Duchamp's	Fountain	practice	of	treating	and	periods	ferent	cultures	it	Duchamp's	In	a	sense	piece	of	bathroom	plumbing,	putting
tion,	titling	comment	on	as	a	and	understanding	ob|ects	from	as	Art	it	on	a	Fountain,	and	thereby	transforming	a	urinal	into	Art	not	so	different	from	art	historians'	taking	this	25,000-year-old	urine,	placing	it	in	a	Duchamp	Vms	o(	WM«US.0OO-20.0O0	museum,	titling	it	Venus,	and	christening	has	spoken	specifically	about	this	culture's	aesthetic
appreciation	of	Duchamp's	Fountain,	the	Venus	seen	as	Art	because	its	meaning	and	value	created	within	the	institutions	of	Art	that	have	described	—	for	for	of	Willendorf	ning	of	the	twentieth	century:	is	our	culture	have	been	example,	the	to	religious	things;	the	art	histories	it.	We	have	created	tion.	We	created	it	it	word	"It	is	itself	in	thinking	for	in
Afncan	ntual	ob|ects	"Primitive"	Art,	an	appreciation	that	dates	Similar	to	dif-	talcing	a	pedestal	in	an	art	exhibi-	it	is	fig-	Art	terms	of	our	as	so-called	pnmanly	from	the	begin-	we	who	have	given	doesn't	exist	the	among	name	art'	'primitives	about	ourselves,	about	our	satisfac-	our	sole	and	unique	use."	This	book	conforms	to	myriad	institutional
frameworks.	There	are	the	covers.	history,	some	some	literal	limits	of	the	pages	themselves	and	critical	theory	to	which	my	some	cannot	perceive.	These	frameworks	are	ideology.	32	art	criticism,	art	text	conforms.	of	these	institutional	frames,	but	I	and	the	enframing	But	there	are	the	more	abstract	institutions	of	I	am	aware	of	are	less	obvious,	less
and	obvious	because	of	Photograph	of	Suffragettes	Almost	twenty	years	ago	the	created	a	TV	show	and	a	ogy	titled	Ways	of	Seeing.	book	about	novelist	is	critic	this	New	York,	1914	John	Berger	Art,	popular	culture,	The	questions	are	the	kinds	of	questions	this	text	and	in	and	ideol-	program	and	book	raised	dealing	with.	Ideology	has	been	described
as	our	"lived	relation	to	the	real."	Ideologies	appear	to	be	natural	or	the	like	everything,	lar	historical	however,	moment.	is	way	things	should	always	in	flux	and	Efficient	ideology	is	is	be.	Ideology,	shaped	by	its	particu-	accepted	and	unques-	tioned.	Historical	distance	often	allows	us	to	see	ideology	at	work:	hundred	years	ago	in	the	U.S.	it	was
generally	believed	that	A	women	should	not	have	the	right	to	vote.	This	was	generally	seen	as	the	way	life	should	be.	It	was	"natural"	for	only	men	was,	of	course,	not	natural	but	ideological.	33	to	vote.	But	this	notion	Rene	Magritte:	The	Key	of	Dreams,	Modern	conventions.	artists	The	first	Ways	of	Seeing	The	Key	of	Dreams.	Magritte's	painting
meaning	through	Why,	calls	into	for	us	example,	doesn't	mean	34	meaning	"the	door"?	is	Rene	Magritte's	question	the	way	our	—and	the	way	things	take	on	arbitrarv	cultural	conventions.	for	935	have	often	created	critiques	of	ideological	illustration	in	representations	acquire	1	The	way	works	of	Art	are	reproduced	photographs,	books,	TV,	postcards
—	is	—through	mediums	similar	to	the	way	our	like	reality	is	always	mediated	by	cultural	institutions.	Think	of	a	very	private	you've	never	told	anyone	anyone	feeling.	Maybe	something	—	something	that	you	wouldn't	express	to	else.	To	know	know	thought	or	—	oneself	ter	culture.	is	you	must	have	used	language.	To	—one	must	en-	in	a	sense,	to	be,	or
to	exist	to	oneself	One	must	your	identity	35	this,	to	feel	this,	use	cultural	codes	and	languages.	In	this	sense,	founded	upon	that	which	is	exterior	to	yourself.	Our	mediated	relation	to	ourselves,	our	reality,	our	culture,	perhaps	best	understood	by	looking	at	Art.	Honore	Daumier:	Lithograph	published	56	in	the	journal	Le	Charivari,	Moy	4,	1859	is	The
Metropolitan	Museum	of	Art,	New	York,	1992	Before	the	late	eighteenth	century,	the	institutions	dealing	with	visual	culture	were	very	different	from	what	they	are	today	and	in	many	cases	did	not	exist	at	37	all.	The	Metropolitan	Museum	of	Art,	New	fork's	number	one	tourist	attraction,	invites	you	to	The	Metropolitan	38	Museum	of	Art	visitors'
pamphlet	Sand-painting	ritual	for	a	sick	child,	Navajo,	Arizona,	1954,	photograph	by	Lee	Boltin	Before	the	late	eighteenth	century	the	things	were	embedded	39	in	the	fabric	of	everyday	life.	we	call	Art	The	that	and	works	of	can	be	found	in	the	way	historical	limits	of	institutions	most	of	us	see	Renaissance	culture	in	terms	of	great	masterpieces	Art.
You	invest	in	the	Barbara	Kruger,	untitled,	The	artist	have	psychological,	Sistine	Chapel	as	a	Barbara	Kruger	has	social,	made	a	piece	about	and	economic	investments	masterwork	of	1982	this.	We	in	seeing	the	Art.	40	:	Michelangelo:	Creation	of	Adam,	Michelangelo's	Creation	of	Adam	was	not	Art.	41	1508-12,	Sistine	Chapel	View	of	Sistine	Chapel,
Vatican	The	Creation	of	Adam	is	a	fragment	of	a	wall	fresco	that	was	cre-	ated	to	serve	as	a	backdrop	for	the	mysteries	and	miracles	of	the	Catholic	complex	program	of	wall	decoration	in	what	was	the	center	of	Papal	authority	and	power	in	Mass.	This	image	a	chapel	within	is	one	part	of	sixteenth-century	Rome.	The	supposed	to	mirror	—	as	it	a
Creation's	miraculous	naturalism	was	literally	surrounded	—the	miraculous	celebra-	tion	of	the	sacrament	of	the	Eucharist	during	the	Mass.	In	the	Catholic	faith,	one	of	the	most	sacred	believed	to	be	rituals	is	this	sacrament	when	the	divine	is	mysteriously	present.	Michelangelo's	illusionistic	trans-	formation	of	the	chapel	walls	into	a	visual	spectacle
reflecting	the	beauty	and	horror	of	nature	and	humanity	served	as	a	metaphor	was	and	is	42	believed	to	be	God's	creative	power.	for	what	Michelangelo:	Creation	of	Adam,	However	magnificent	and	coes	may	be,	they	were	not	Art	as	be	and	Sistine	Chapel	beautiful	the	Sistine	Chapel	fres-	we	know	They	were	instruments	it.	political	authority.	Their
magnificence	was	supposed	a	visual	manifestation	of	the	power	of	the	Christian	God	and,	of	religious	to	1508-12,	specifically,	God's	earthly	sovereignty	manifested	in	the	Delia	Rovere	Papacy.	The	function	and	creation	of	Michelangelo's	Sistine	frescoes	were	very	different	from	those	of	the	things	we	derstand	it,	is	created	by	an	artist	who	work.
Michelangelo,	however,	did	not	coes.	He	was	ern	era	is	call	Art.	Art,	as	we	un-	has	absolute	authority	over	the	initially	want	to	paint	the	ordered	to	do	so	by	his	patron,	Julius	II.	Art	in	the	fres-	mod-	commanded	by	papal	decree	but	is	made	compelled	to	do	so.	The	vision	and	authority	of	not	something	because	the	creator	is	execution	comes	from	the
individual,	not	from	an	external	political	or	religious	master.	To	consider	Michelangelo's	work	Art	ferences	between	that	historical	Sistine	frescoes	Art	is	to	sever	medium	of	fresco,	in	particular,	do.	The	pigment	is	applied	onto	is	moment	and	them	this	to	ignore	the	vast	difours.	To	consider	the	from	their	context.	For	the	should	be	nearly	impossible	to
the	wet	plaster	of	the	wall.	ages	seep	into	the	architectural	support,	which	in	this	case	cred	walls	of	a	papal	chapel.	43	The	imis	the	sa-	Because	of	our	own	Chapel	frescoes	as	did	Michelangelo,	century	Catholic.	Instead	Art.	—what	has	been	—we	cannot	understand	and	the	historical	limitations	called	our	"horizon	of	prejudice"	we	Today	these
miraculous	see	Pope	Julius	II,	or	a	sixteenth-	see	this	religious	structure	as	a	frescoes	are	among	work	of	the	most	visited	tourist	attractions.	This	44	is	a	reproduction	of	a	postcard	from	the	Vatican.	of	Adam's	body	but	the	passage	of	the	Divine	spark	—	the	soul—	and	thus	achieves	a	dramatic	juxtaposition	of	Man	and	God	unrivaled	by	any	other	artist.
Jacopo	della	Quercia	approximated	it	(see	fig.	479),	but	without	the	dynamism	of	Michelangelo's	design	that	contrasts	the	earth-bound	Adam	and	the	figure	of	God	rushing	through	the	sky.	This	relationship	becomes	even	more	meaningful	when	we	realize	that	Adam	strains	not	onlv	toward	Janson's	History	of	World	The	1970	printing,	proliferation	of
reproductions	in	the	cultural	media	has	helped	us	"see"	the	Creation	of	Adam	45	Aft,	page	360	and	mass	as	a	painting.	David	Teniers:	Interior	of	the	Gallery	of	the	Archduke	Leopold	of	Brussels,	Most	likely	1	647	you	have	seen	Michelangelo's	Creation	of	Adam.	But	have	you	been	to	the	Vatican?	Most	of	us	know	cause	we	have	seen	Think	bly	seen
most	in	a	of	Andre	Malraux	them	you	have	seen.	You've	proba-	as	reproductions.	memories	was	in	1947.	image	be-	book;	or	maybe	you	were	sent	a	postcard?	of	the	great	works	of	Art	carry	within	our	46	it	this	called	"a	This	imaginary	museum	museum	we	without	walls"	by	Hubert	and	Jan	von	Eyck:	Ghent	Altarpiece	(closed),	completed	1432	The
famous	Ghent	Altarpiece	piece	of	the	Northern	Renaissance.	47	is	considered	a	great	master-	Hubert	and	Jan	van	Eyck:	Ghent	Altarpiece	{opened),	completed	1432	But	this	is	an	altarpiece	and	not	a	"painting."	better	to	think	of	the	Ghent	Altarpiece	the	performance	of	the	Mass.	that	The	would	be	opened	around	the	as	a	theatrical	altarpiece	altar	is	It
might	be	backdrop	a	large	folding	screen	during	the	Mass.	This	would	symbolize	the	disclosure	of	divine	truths	in	nature,	which	are	visible	in	the	allegorical	48	for	images	of	the	panels.	made	THtfcKhW	Hubert	and	Jan	van	Eyck:	Adoration	of	the	Lamb	from	the	Ghent	Altarpiece,	completed	1432	The	sacrificial	lamb	on	the	the	redemption	of	humanity.
This	Mass,	which	is	interior	central	panel	symbolizes	is	the	climax	and	message	of	the	celebrated	in	the	sacrament	of	the	holy	Eucharist.	altarpiece's	screen	of	jewel-like	The	images	was	created	to	be	a	mirror	of	the	richness	and	omnipotence	of	the	Christian	God,	whose	glory	was	manifested	in	the	stunning	vastness	and	microscopic	variety	of	this	il-
lusionistic	array.	Think	of	how	the	images	of	the	Ghent	Altarpiece	or	those	of	the	Sistine	Chapel	would	appear	to	a	person	who	might	not	en-	counter	a	single	picture	in	an	entire	day,	or	a	month,	or	perhaps	a	year.	Think	of	the	power	that	these	images	must	have	had	and	how	miraculous	they	must	have	seemed	and	of	them	must	be	watch	a	lot	49	—we
who	are	how	different	our	experience	bombarded	by	hundreds	(and	of	TV,	thousands)	of	images	daily.	if	we	lasociete	un	film	eciit	et	realise	par	GuyDebord	d'apres	son	livre	piiffie	aux	Editions	so	Champ	Libre	These	are	film	stills	from	Guy	Debord's	The	Society	of	the	Spectacle,	a	1973	film	that	portrays	our	culture	as	one	driven	by	con-	sumption,
particularly	visual	consumption.	51	Leonardo	da	Vinci:	Self	Portrait,	c.	1512	Think	about	the	work	of	Leonardo	da	Vinci	our	notion	of	artists	and	Leonardo	saw	of	his	myriad	talents	wrote	about	his	in	relation	to	their	Art.	his	painting	and	drawing	skills	as	and	one	type	of	work	that	he	abilities	to	his	future	patron,	did.	one	aspect	When	he	the	Milanese
duke	Lu-	dovico	Sforza,	Leonardo	described	his	knowledge	of	civil	and	military	engineering,	his	inventions,	and	only	at	the	very	end	of	the	letter	did	he	mention	that	he	could	paint.	52	Leonordo	do	Vinci:	Anatomical	sketch,	c.	1510	Leonardo's	drawings	and	paintings	must	be	understood	in	terms	of	Christianity	and	Renaissance	Humanism.	For
Leonardo,	his	drawing	and	painting	were	means	of	understanding	the	world.	In	the	Renaissance,	seeing,	observing,	and	recording	were	means	of	acquiring	the	knowledge	that	led	one	to	brought	one	closer	to	53	wisdom	a	divine	.state	of	—	Grace.	a	kind	of	wisdom	that	Venus	of	Willendorf,	25,000-20,000	Many	B.C.	of	the	well-known	histories	of	Art
begin	their	story	with	the	Venus	of	Willendorf.	This	five-inch-high	25,000	years	ago.	made	and	it,	or	figurine	what	the	people	who	used	rituals	were.	The	name	"Venus	consider	this	Art	are	the	notions	of	In	a	sense,	it	is	approximately	created	it	were	like,	or	what	of	Willendorf"	modern	eyes	an	eloquence	of	form.	and	the	idea	to	art	historians.	is	not	to
deny	that	And	maybe	when	it	—	or	possesses	to	our	the	Venus	was	created,	was	considered	to	be	an	especially	important	object.	S4	their	beliefs	ridiculous	to	consider	this	figurine	Art	sculpture,	for	that	matter.	This	it	was	We	do	not	know	how	this	object	functioned,	or	who	But	maybe	monplace	object	it	sense,	presumptuous,	separate	us	from	55	was
one	of	many.	Maybe	the	Venus	was	of	everyday	use.	it	and	it	To	call	this	figurine	Art	a	is,	comin	a	ignores	the	thousands	of	centuries	that	and	those	who	first	created	this	figure.	Similarly,	the	cave	paintings	at	it	has	been	a	commonplace	for	ing	in	the	caves.	Lascaux	were	not	Art,	yet	critics	to	write	The	important	American	about	"the	critic	artist"
work-	Clement	Green-	berg	in	one	of	his	most	influential	essays,	"Modernist	Painting,"	has	written:	The	Paleolithic	painter	or	engraver	could	disregard	the	norm	of	the	frame	and	ally	and	treat	the	surface	in	virtually	sculptural	both	a	liter-	way	because	he	made	im-	ages	rather	than	pictures,	and	worked	in	a	support	whose	limits	could	be	disregarded
because	(except	in	the	case	of	small	objects	like	a	bone	or	horn)	nature	them	gave	Now,	of	the	frame"	to	the	artist	in	an	unmanageable	way.	to	write	about	a	Paleolithic	artist	"disregarding	the	is	as	ridiculous	as	it	is	to	think	about	the	power	and	mean-	ing	of	these	images	on	cave	walls	in	terms	of	"a	painting"	and	The	caves	and	loss	its	frame.	exact
purpose	of	these	images	on	the	walls	of	the	Lascaux	why	they	were	appreciated	is	lost	to	us.	and	the	unfathomable	remoteness	of	56	norm	We	should	respect	this	their	historv.	Cave	painting	from	Lascaux,	The	c.	15,000-10,000	B.C.	caves	at	Lascaux	were	discovered	by	our	civilization	in	1940,	and	today	the	caves	are	famous	"works	of	Art"	and	tourist
attractions.	But	lacrum"	visitors	to	the	caves	see	what	is	called	Lascaux	II,	a	"simu-	(to	use	the	theorist	Jean	Baudrillard's	term)	of	the	original	caves.	Since	1963	the	original	caves	have	been	closed	to	the	public	in	order	to	preserve	them,	while	in	a	quarrv	nearbv	a	fascimile	of	a	section	of	the	caves	was	opened	to	the	public	in	1984.	Which	is	now	the
Art?	closed	"original"	caves	or	the	replicas	that	are	admired	by	visitors?	57	The	$f.	Cove	painting	from	Loscaux,	c.	15,000-10,000	B.C.	In	the	late	1980s	and	early	1990s	more	Lascaux	simulacra	have	been	made.	Another	section	of	the	caves	was	created	Exposition	in	Fukuoka,	Japan,	and	this	Musee	d'Aquitaine	in	Bordeaux.	A	is	now	^s	Museum	of
Natural	And	simulacrum	in	is	now	also	1993	a	third	simu-	Human	Biology	Historv	in	New	York.	lacrum	became	a	feature	of	the	Hall	of	the	American	part	of	the	collection	of	the	replica	of	this	exhibited	near	the	original	caves	in	France.	for	the	Universal	and	Evolution	at	Photograph	of	Nancy	Reogan	at	1984	Republican	National	Convention	with	the
caption	"FAN	CLUB:	Nancy	Reagan	and	Her	Screen	Idol"	Todav	we	live	in	a	more	powerful	than	the	59	in	Jhe	New	York	Times	August	23,	1984,	p.	A24	world	where	the	image,	the	reproduction,	original.	is	it	was	like	the	Wizard	of	Of	By	PETER	MOSES	and	LEO	STAN	DORA	Residents	of	a	Putnam	County	condominium	last	night	described	a	roaring
nightmare	that	in	a	few	seconds	turned	their	lives	upside	down.	just	got	home	from	ork	when	I	heard	a	sound,"	said	Douglas	Mol-	Td	r	loy,	87.	"It	almost	sounded	like	a	train	coming	by.	It	was	a	low	steady	rumble.	Then	I	saw	debris	—	pieces	of	the	condo	flying	in	the	air."	"What	we	had	here	was	a	tremendous	blow-down.	It	was	all	in	one	direction.	The
wind	was	absolutely	tremendous.	It	was	worse	than	any	thunderstorm	I'd	ever	seen,"	said	Carmel	Fire	Chief	John	Copland.	At	least	200	people	were	left	homeless	after	the	hit	the	King's	twister	Grant	condominiums	in	Carmel	were	taken	to	a	temporary	shelter	set	up	at	Carmel	HS.	They	left	behind	a	ruined	landscape	that	had	been	—	their	homes	and
windowlese	roofless	town-	and	insulation	hanging	from	trees	like	ion	in	a	bayou.	houses,	Other	trees,	some	six	feet	in	diameter,	had	been	uprooted.	A	building	that	stored	garbage	bins	was	—	completely	destroyed	with	no	trace	of	the	bins.	Mike	Corrigan,	30,	a	Put-	King's	Grant	condominium	complex	in	Carmel,	N.Y.,	fell	like	a	house	of	cards	with
damage	to	about	$5	of	the	85	buildings	in	the	complex.	But	miraculously	there	were	only	minor	injuries.	—	nam	County	police	detec-	was	eating	dinner	with	his	wife	Sharon	and	tive	their	2-year-old	son.	"You	could	hear	the	wind	winding	up.	It	started	low.	We	thought	what	was	that.	got	louder	and	louder	so	you	couldn't	hear.	Trees	were	bending.
Rooftops	and	walls	were	blowing	right	by."	"I	realized	we	should	go	K>	the	basement	I	picked	up	my	son	and	right	after	I	It	just	had	him	in	my	arms	and	downstairs	our	started	sliding	patio	door	blew	right	in.	It	exploded."	Mrs.	Corrigan	said,	was	a	nightmare.	From	page	2	of	The	New	It	"It	was	over	in	seconds.	This	is	the	kind	of	thing	you	see	on	the
news,	but	you	never	think	it	can	happen	to	you."	That	might	explain	there	were	so	few	inCarmel	Police	Sgt	Michael	Johnson.	ing.	why	O'Neill,	18,	who	lives	in	the	area,	said,	"It	was	like	the	'Wizard	of	Oz,'	juries,"	said	the	wind,	things	blowing	around,	the	darkness."	The	northwest	section	of	the	85-building	complex	racehorse	Gordon	—	—	where
townhouses	cost	from	$150,000	to	$180,000	was	hardest	hit,	with	damage	to	about	85	of	the	woodframe	buildings.	Only	two	people	were	A	88-year-old	man	suffered	cuts	and	and	a	36year-old	woman	stepped	hurt.	on	a	nail	Elsewhere	in	Carmel,	groom	Klaus	Schengder	said	the	tornado	took	a	window	from	their	barn,	tore	up	a	patch	of	a	field	and
littered	their	property	with	debris.	"A	house	owned	by	a	secretary	who	works	at	the	—	is	gone	comand	she	doesn't	pven	know	it,"	he	said.	"She's	in	Florida	and	nobody	can	reach	her."	stables	pletely	—	York	Post,	July	11,	1989,	reprinted	with	permission	Think	about	the	way	people	react	to	unusually	exciting,	tragic,	or	romantic	experiences	by	saying,
'This	60	"A	lot	of	people	were	not	at	home.	They	were	work-	is	just	like	a	movie!"	Film	61	still	from	Dark	Passage,	Film	still	from	Mr.	Blandings	Builds	His	Dream	House,	1948	The	movies	and	the	mass	media	shape	our	expectations,	our	hopes,	our	dreams.	62	_	Wedding	photogroph,	New	Jersey,	These	images	and	our	63	1954,	photograph	by	Gustove
O'Biso	lives	often	mirror	each	other.	Film	still	from	Father	of	the	Bride,	1950	These	images	reinforce	our	conventions	about	the	way	the	world	should	be	64	Film	still	from	Guess	Who's	Coming	and	the	way	things	change	65	to	Dinner,	1967	^	Scene	from	Do	the	Right	Thing,	1989,	photograph	by	David	Lee	and	need	to	change	some	more.	66	'King	Case
Aftermath:	A	City	of	Crisis,"	"Reign	of	Fear	tries	to	help	and	Violence,"	Los	Angeles	limes,	May	1,	1992,	page	A	5:	Cornelius	Pettus,	age	33,	quench	the	flames	that	engulfed	the	Ace	Glass	Shop	at	Western	and	Slauson	Avenues	the	night	the	Rodney	King	verdict	6"	was	announced.	Photograph	by	Hyungwon	Kang/LA.	Times.	Marilyn	Monroe	This	68	is
the	power	of	the	public	image.	Andy	Warhol:	Marilyn	Monroe,	1962	This	69	is	what	Andy	Warhol	made	visible	about	our	culture.	'	'"'-•J	Pri	mk'-r-,	''	^d	••'fito	-^fl	HrV	J^	history	—	and	"all	the	woman's	image	appear	on	the	in	the	1960s.	If	a	woman	did	ap-	likely	a	celebrity,	a	wife,	or	a	mother.	In	the	latter	two	categories,	she	was	often	not	referred	to
by	name.	Pictures	would	be	captioned,	for	example,	"Sam	Rayburn	and	the	wife	of	Representative	Hale	Boggs."	B2	She	iN'cttt	Jlork	Shncs	Trauma	The	Today	women	celebrities,	wives,	York	limes	March	2,	—but	—which	make	news,	not	are,	of	course,	only	as	wonderful	and	also	as	attorneys	general,	students,	pro-	and	domestic	partners.	133	1993	are
beginning	to	and	mothers	important	things	to	be	fessionals,	New	Lingt	One	States	is	The	is	most	widely	read	of	the	first	sentence	of	the	to	the	biblical	account	of	the	art	is	art	history	books	in	the	first	fall	"What	Genesis	chapter	reads:	and	redemption	of	man,	to	the	history	of	his	intelligence,	imagination,	power."	This	tation	of	followed	by	subchapter
headings	like	"The	Represen-	is	Man"	and	discussion	of	"perhaps	the	most	famous"	of	early	was	not	to	show	the	female	of	fecundity;	he	depicted	not	The	use	of	"he"	his	kind,	woman,	but	I	first	like	Janson's	History	as	a	artist's	aim	but	rather	the	idea	of	female	fertility."	—the	assumption	cludes	half	of	the	population	from	being	When	early	cave	and
creative	female	figurines,	the	Venus	of	Willendorf,	in	which	"the	create.	United	Gardner's	Art	Through	the	Ages.	that	the	artist	is	male	endowed	with	the	—	ex-	talent	to	read	Gardner	and	similar	influential	textbooks	of	Art	some	twenty	years	ago,	woman,	was	excluded	from	I	did	not	see	that	I,	the	possibility	of	contributing	to	the	canon	of	great	works
by	great	men.	I	did	not	see	that	the	language	of	these	texts	spoke	of	this	exclusion	in	the	use	of	the	personal	pronoun	"he."	This	blindness	to	at	work.	I	what	is	now	clearly	visible	to	me	was	ideology	accepted	patriarchal	language	as	natural	and	neutral	and	the	way	things	should	be.	This	was	most	likely	the	case	with	Helen	Gardner	when	she	wrote	Art
Through	the	Ages.	134	Venus	Gardner	was	of	Willendorf,	first	in	the	recent	edition	of	25,000-20,000	B.C.	published	in	1926	and	Janson	in	1962,	and	Gardner	(which	"progressive"	because	there	is	more	is	of	an	generally	considered	more	attempt	to	contextualize	the	works	of	Art)	the	editors	have	included	a	disclaimer	in	the	preface	that	states	that	the
editors	and	writers	do	not	have	any	"prejudice"	against	women,	nor	of	"he"	for	both	sexes	and	terms	But	Gardner	is	a	meaning	and	power	is	135	like	book	whose	purpose	power	of	representation.	That	language	women	in	their	use	"mankind"	for	the	human	race.	are	thev	trving	to	"disparage"	of	a	its	is	to	explore	the	editors	meaning	and	and	authors
disavow	the	thousand	pages	of	exclusionary,	patriarchal	an	unfortunate	irony.	In	1971	art	historian	Linda	Nochlin	asked	the	question,	have	there	been	no	great	women	the	premise	that	"whatever	is"	is	artists?	She	Why	specifically	challenged	"natural"	and	argued	for	an	exami-	nation	of	the	institutional	preconditions	for	achievement	in	the	She
examined	the	fact	that	in	the	study	of	the	nude	model	was	essential"	for	the	training	of	during	the	nineteenth	century	arts.	nineteenth	century,	"prolonged	women	artists	artists.	But	were	not	permitted	to	work	with	any	nude	models,	male	or	female.	Nochlin	wrote,	"By	examining	...	a	single	instance	of	deprivation	or	availability	of	suggested	that	nude
models	it	to	women	—the	unstudents	—we	have	disadvantage	art	was	indeed	institutionally	impossible	for	women	to	achieve	excellence	or	success	on	the	same	footing	as	men,	no	matter	what	wrote:	their	talent	or	genius."	"The	fault	lies	.	.	.	in	Answering	her	original	question,	she	our	institutions	and	our	education	—edu-	cation	understood	to	include
everything	that	happens	to	us	from	the	moment	we	signs,	and	enter,	signals."	136	head	first,	into	this	world	of	meaningful	symbols,	This	1905	photograph	of	a	life	class	at	the	Art	Institute	of	Chicago	was	appropriated	by	painter	Deborah	Kass	for	a	1990	one-person	exhibition.	137	as	her	invitation	Lyubov	Popovo:	Untitled,	There	have	been	moments
when	women	did	attain	some	c.	1916-17	in	the	early	twentieth	century	equality	in	regard	to	artistic	production.	In	the	Soviet	Union,	particularly,	after	the	1917	revolution,	artists	like	Alexandra	Exter,	Lyubov	Popova,	and	Varvara	Stephanova	produced	important	paintings,	stage	designs,	graphics,	and	fashion.	But	more	of	an	exception	than	the	rule,
and	this	in	the	past	art	histories	was	have	tended	to	emphasize	the	accomplishments	of	their	male	counterparts	such	as	Kasimir	Malevich,	Aleksandr	Rodchenko,	and	Vladimir	Tatlin.	138	Alexondro	Exter:	Costume	design	for	The	Cuardion	of	Energy,	1924	139	Frida	Kahlo:	Self-Portrait	as	a	Jehuana,	or	Thinking	of	Diego,	It	is	1943	only	gradually	and
relatively	recently	that	women	artists	such	as	Frida	Kahlo,	Meret	Oppenheim,	Varvara	Stephanova,	Louise	Bourgeois,	Betye	Saar,	Eva	Hesse,	and	to	achieve	the	stature	Hanne	Darboven	have	begun	and	reception	commensurate	with	that	of	male	colleagues.	Kahlo's	paintings	conjure	Mexican	culture,	Catholic	mythology,	and	Surrealism	ages	of	great
beauty	and	horror,	of	human	folk	their	and	popular	to	create	powerful	im-	frailty	and	strength.	In	the	above	portrait	she	painted	herself	with	an	image	of	Diego	Rivera,	her	husband,	costume	in	her	third	eye;	of	the	Kahlo	is	dressed	in	the	traditional	Tehuantepec	region	of	Mexico,	Tehuana	where	matriarchal	tra-	ditions	survive	to	this	day.	Kahlo	at
times	wore	this	traditional	cos-	tume,	as	did	many	educated	urban	Mexican	women	1930s,	as	a	svmbol	of	power	and	strength.	140	Mexican	and	Indian	traditions	in	the	1920s	and	and	of	women's	Hanne	Darboven:	One	Century	in	One	Year,	1971	Since	the	late	1960s	Darboven	has	been	making	diary-like	Her	Art	involves	pieces.	tive	daily	inscriptions
using	numbers	and	markings	that	follow	systems	she	has	created	1971	piece	books	from	books	One	Century	to	in	One	99	every	day	one	year	and	then	exhibited	these	in	a	library-like	installation.	means	an	for	anti-expressionist,	Darboven's	pieces,	composed	of	obsessive,	marking	the	moments	of	her	141	her	Year,	she	counted	in	looseleaf	note-	for	her
daily	writings	and	set	up	according	to	her	provide	repeti-	for	herself.	In	life.	own	arbitrary	systems,	personal,	and	revealing	Think	of	the	great	artworks	of	modernity	Edouard	Monet:	Olympio,	1863	Gustave	Courbet:	The	Sleepers,	1866	143	Edgar	Degas:	144	Woman	in	Tub,	1885	Pablo	Picasso:	Les	Desmoiselles	d'Avignon,	145	1907	Man	146	Roy:	Kiki
and	the	Mask	(Noire	et	Blanche),	1926	€4H	««««wnt>cn,	je6od>	tmfc	mm	o<	i	»or	btr	SPauijajittcUuiia	wit	ft	ad)	sPtrmcr&m	©urnt.	T\t	Ttftautt	etooUnttwoUfdjoft	f*gtt	fid)	i*tjt	mi»	fcer	iktltiut	bti|	fir	mm	JVfauet	li>	f	irft»aWiftrogt	Btufeaisa,	in	t*t	t>ur4j$tfitfm.	toon	fitirm	&en,	>i«	pd)	nitty	tn	cttg-	Hstfgtb.	auewfi'cii	fount™,	•fin	•f	oli^tpraTibintn
polufi	unfc	»iic	JtfVfiiOui.g	iJjm	^rlonaliru	iws	tint	tit	flfbradn.	fcilftpoJi^iftr!-	Cf*	Sett	btt	r-	Police	raid	on	Berlin	Bouhaus,	reported	in	Berliner	Lokal-Anzeiger,	December	251	4,	1933	I	This	deployment	of	Art	as	propaganda	led	many	artists	to	re-	ject	political	messages	and	the	use	of	technologies	and	the	mass	me-	dia	in	their	work	after	the	war.	In
the	late	1940s	and	early	1950s,	Abstract	Expressionists	like	Jackson	Pollock	returned	to	what	was	seen	as	the	purity	and	integrity	of	abstract	painting.	Other	artists,	like	those	in	the	Situationist	International	(1957-1972),	continued	the	tradition	of	the	ums	and	pre-WW	II	avant-garde	and	deployed	diverse	medi-	anti-aesthetic	practices.	Different	garde
of	the	first	from	the	Utopian	avant-	half	of	the	twentieth	century,	however,	the	on	postwar	capitalism	and	the	mass	media	and	S.I.	took	criticized	the	postwar	"bureaucratic	society	of	controlled	consumption,"	what	they	called	"The	Society	of	the	Spectacle."	Situotionist	International	poster	252	"Down	with	the	Spectacular	Commodity	Society,"	1968	VI
e	CONGRES	DE	L'INTER	NATIONALE	SITUATION	NISTE	AN	VERS	DU	AU	15	VEMBRE	12	NO	1962	INHRNATtOMAlt	SITUAtiONNtt	Tl	Poster	for	the	Sixth	Congress	of	the	Situationist	International,	253	November	1	2-1	5,	1	962	Yves	Klein:	Anthropometry,	ANT	97,	1960	{opposite)	Yves	Klein:	Action-Spectacle,	Morch	9,	1960,	Golerie	Internationale
d'Arf	Contemporoin,	254	Paris,	photograph	by	Horry	Shunk	10	Art	and	Culture	Today	After	World	War	II,	the	mythologies	about	well	as	artists'	expectations	concerning	what	fine	art	modern	Art,	as	can	accomplish,	changed.	Today	the	utopianism	that	thrived	at	the	beginning	of	the	century	has	disappeared.	first	The	avant-garde	artists	working	during
the	half	of	the	century	thought	they	could	radically	reform	the	ern	world.	Most	artists	of	the	postwar	era,	however,	have	a	mod-	somewhat	ironic	relationship	to	their	work.	For	example,	brushes	in	1960.	255	this	is	Yves	Klein	painting	with	human	paint-	Postwar	painting	in	the	U.S.	sionism	—has	been	understood	by	American	Painting"	(which	is	—
specifically	Abstract	Expres-	art	historians	as	the	title	of	the	"The	Triumph	of	most	famous	book	on	the	subject).	Abstract	Expressionism	has	been	received	as	a	climax	to	the	history	of	modern	Art,	as	something	completely	new	and	it	is	has	come	rary	Art	to	characterize	so	—what	is	much	of	postwar	culture	in	many	modernism	and	is	and	contempo-
often	referred	to	as	"postmodernism."	followed	Abstract	Expressionism,	what	known	original.	actually	the	beginning	of	the	recycling	of	previous	styles	that	But	we	now	instances	as	Neo-Dada.	This	merely	a	recycling	of	historical	relationship	to	the	and	an	autonomous	field	of	is	call	Pop	Art,	style	that	was	first	not	to	say	that	post-	styles;	rather,
mythology	of	The	it	style,	involves	a	critical	high	modernism,	Art	and	aesthetics.	Nonetheless,	it	was	not	only	in	the	United	States	that	the	idioms	of	modern	Art	began	to	be	recycled	after	the	war.	These	appropriations	of	modernist	took	place	all	over	the	world	Canada,	and	Japan.	256	—	styles	for	instance,	in	Argentina,	Australia,	This	1947	painting,
Ritmos	Cromaticos	II,	is	by	the	Argen-	tinian	artist	Alfredo	Hlito.	This	Balson.	257	is	a	painter	Ralph	1950	abstraction	by	the	Australian	This	was	also	done	258	is	a	1962	performance	in	1956)	titled	Painting	with	Feet	(which	by	Kazuo	Shiraga	of	the	Japanese	group	Gutai.	This	Gutai	is	artist	Jiro	259	a	1951	painting	titled	Yoshihara.	Work	(Birds	at
Night)	by	the	Art	since	World	War	II	has	remained,	for	the	most	part,	within	the	boundaries	of	the	prescribed	aesthetic	systems:	the	galleries,	the	alternative	spaces,	the	histories,	the	auction	houses.	the	century,	De	Bauhaus,	when	Stijl,	museums,	the	This	is	the	dominant	traditions	the	Soviet	groups	art	different	magazines,	the	from	the	—Dada,	first
Surrealism,	the	—were	experiments	in	frameworks	of	Art	and	creating	new	institutions	tling	the	practice,	training,	dissemination,	In	the	postwar	era	1960s	and	1970s	—and	—the	systems	powerful	than	the	individual	art	half	of	disman-	for	artistic	and	reception.	this	is	particularly	the	case	since	the	of	Art	have	art	objects.	become,	Before	in	a	sense,
World	War	various	systems	for	presenting,	preserving,	and	publicizing	more	II,	the	modern	Art	were,	relatively	speaking,	fledgling.	Since	the	1950s	these	systems	have	strengthened	and	developed	and	are	more	powerful	would	say	generally	more	interesting	do	not	read	art	—than	the	Art	itself.	—some	For	example,	people	magazines	or	the	popular
press	to	unravel	questions	of	aesthetics;	they	are	more	interested	in	the	way	an	art	object	is	integrated	into	the	art	apparatus	and	in	the	workings	of	the	art	Most	world.	artist	individuals	do	not	read	about	Art	to	discover	how	an	resolved	the	composition	of	a	particular	painting;	rather,	they	read	articles	to	learn	about	skyrocketing	or	crashing	auction
prices,	to	find	out	buying	who	is	running	our	museums,	and	to	know	why	a	particular	a	collector	is	kind	of	photography.	Articles	and	essays	today	deal	with	topics	like	galleries	gentrifying	neighborhoods.	Magazine	The	great	aes-	picture	stories	feature	an	artist's	newly	designed	thetic	debates	focus	the	arts	on	the	newest	legislation	regarding	or	the
censorship	battles	on	Capitol	260	loft.	Hill.	funding	for	Most	of	the	great	and	ambitious	artists	of	our	time	do	not	limit	themselves	to	the	creation	of	discrete	objects.	Instead,	they	pro-	duce	objects	or	projects	or	of	Art.	the	These	museums,	the	Their	work	is	installations	that	interact	with	the	systems	artists	criticize	or	work	with	the	power	of	the
publications,	the	patrons,	galleries,	and	the	marketplace.	then	not	completely	controlled	by	the	vehicles	for	the	reception	and	distribution	of	Art.	An	artist	who	works	in	this	fashion	can	be	thought	of	as	"the	artist-producer."	El	261	Lissifzky,	Self	Portrait,	Jhe	Constructor,	1924	Andy	Warhol	at	his	installation	of	Flowers,	Artists	sitzky,	such	an	most
artist	first	Paris,	a	set	precedent	as	effective	strategies	usually	involve	The	artist-	half	of	the	twentieth	century.	In	the	postwar	era,	wants	to	do	more	than	merely	fuel	the	of	culture.	photograph	by	Harry	Shunk	as	Bayer,	Breton,	Exter,	Gropius,	Heartfield,	Lis-	Stephanova,	and	Van	Doesburg	producers	in	the	if	1965,	Galerie	lleana	Sonnabend,	artist
who	most	fullv	the	paradigm	of	the	artist-producer	is	art	apparatus,	the	working	with	the	institutions	met	this	challenge	and	who	Andy	Warhol.	Although	he	is	did	not	have	the	Utopian	agendas	of	his	predecessors,	Warhol	nonetheless	made	visible	the	way	the	system	works.	For	four	decades,	Warhol,	by	himself	and	in	collaboration	with	others,
produced	drawings,	paintings,	photographs,	sculpture,	and	exhibition	installations.	He	de-	signed	graphics	and	advertisements,	directed	and	produced	movies,	created	happening-spectacles,	lished	a	magazine,	acted	in	managed	lected	Art,	design,	and	popular	culture.	had	ensured	the	creation	Warhol	Foundation	262	a	rock-and-roll	and	modeled	of	a
for	Even	band,	pub-	commercials,	and	col-	after	his	death,	Warhol	posthumous	corporation,	the	Andy	for	the	Visual	Arts.	Andy	Warhol	—	hired	to	promote	a	$2.00	do-it-yourself	paper-dress	kit	Abraham	&	Straus	department	263	store	in	Brooklyn,	—	and	Gerard	Malanga	November	9,	stencil	a	paper	dress	worn	by	Nico	1966,	photograph	by	Fred	W.
McDarrah	in	an	Film	One	important	stills	from	Andy	Warhol's	Kiss,	1963	area	of	Warhol's	diverse	activities	was	film.	Warhol's	1963	Kiss	deconstructs	both	the	Hollywood	closeup	and	the	act	itself,	as	the	film	presents	couples	ing.	The	—	gay,	straight,	interracial	black-and-white,	58-minute	film	several-minute	film	264	reels.	Each	is	composed	reel
features	a	different	—	kiss-	of	a	series	of	couple	kissing.	Andy	Warhol	filming	265	Girls	in	Prison,	1965,	photograph	by	Billy	Name	Joseph	Beuys	was	an	artist-producer	lieved	was	"social	sculpture."	Conjuring	ogy	and	a	shamanistic	installations,	projects,	public	who	created	what	he	be-	German	Romantic	symbol-	image,	Beuys	created	and
performances	that	were	objects,	collaborative,	in-	volved	the	systems	of	Art,	and	were	often	complete	onlv	with	the	au-	As	an	extension	dience.	of	his	Art,	Beuys	founded	what	he	called	the	Free	International	University	for	Creativity	and	Interdisciplinary	Research,	and	he	was	one	of	the	prominent	members	of	the	Green	Party.	Beuys,	however,
promoted	his	shamanistic	role	as	well	as	somewhat	simplistic	Utopian	aesthetic	strategies	for	the	transformation	of	every-	day	life	which	were	based	upon	an	evolutionary	model	of	history.	Nonetheless,	prior	to	his	death	in	1986,	he	exerted	tremendous	influ-	ence	upon	several	generations	of	European	artists,	as	he	worked	from	the	1960s	through	the
1980s.	The	most	powerful	legacy	of	Beuys	is	his	influence	as	a	teacher	and	his	public	image,	which	was	ever	so	carefully	constructed	in	documentary	photographs.	Everything	about	uniform	attire	(a	felt	hat,	fishing	vest	his	"signature"	materials	(fat,	felt,	iron,	tools,	dustrial	equipment)	—evokes	this	artist	—from	his	with	knife,	jeans,	and	boots)	to
found	objects,	and	in-	survival	in	a	postwar,	postindustrial,	nu-	clear	age.	{opposite)	Joseph	Beuys:	Spade	with	266	Two	Handles,	1965,	photogroh	by	Ute	Klophous	1	Han	Haacke	is	a	producer-artist	who	disrupts	the	smooth	workings	of	the	artworld	by	making	visible	what	often	remains	unseen	when	viewing	works	He	of	Art.	has	specifically	led	the
field	in	creative	revelations	regarding	corporate	sponsorship	of	the	arts.	•%	V>	•'	£	IVtobiTs	management	In	New	York	that	its	%	mmm	OTANOENl	nk;cri\	r	wm,'^	jjjjj	1	jH	^p	1	W	w	p	m	'	/!	are	but	a	small	part	of	1	its	total	safes	...	-	r	'	to	the	police	:	#"'v3'*.	Supported	by	.iynsiUffum	and	country	is	sistent	with	hardly	con	an	image	His	MetroMobiltan,
is	a	first	in	that	country.	M^tMl	shown	F	Mcbil	of	Ancient	Nigeria"	Haacke	reprinted	citations	request	to	prohibit	sales	and	military	banners	is	New	York	a	is	banners	gallery	in	Museum	illustrates	the	of	"Treasures	—an	exhibition	funded	by	Mobil,	which	was	one	of	the	largest	U.S.	investors	in	lice	in	a	miniature	facade	of	Manhattan's	Metropolitan
Art.	Haacke's	version	of	blockbuster	South	Africa	when	the	piece	was	made.	from	Mobil's	response	to	to	South	a	shareholders'	Africa:	"denial	of	supplies	to	the	po-	not	responsible	citizenship."	Behind	this	facade	of	photograph	of	a	funeral	procession	by	South	African	police	in	1985.	for	black	victims	shot	Haacke's	installation	makes	visible	the
connections	between	this	blockbuster	exhibition	that	celebrates	African	culture	and	This	faith	in	the	268	artist	sponsor's	support	of	apartheid.	its	has	autonomy	made	of	Art.	it	of	iiti	-	1983,	mili-	tary	forces	of	a	host	responsible	Mobil	*	1	otal	denial	of	supplies	V	IS	«Jp,	South	iMHtan	the	police	and	military	TREASURES	|	1	believes	subsidiaries'	sales	to
W4	^*	his	business	to	lay	ruin	to	a	modernist	.	1	KCASUKE3	IP	OFANULVr	y	I	IVIobU's	management	in	New	York	that	its	tal	believes	South	African	country	the	police	and	military	.	is	sistent	with	are	but	a	small	part	of	sales	and	mili-	tary	forces	of	a	host	subsidiaries'	sales	to	its	total	denial	of	supplies	to	the	police	responsible	hardly	con-	an	image	at
citizenship	in	that	country.	.	Mobil	Mcbti	Supported	by	a	gran!	froffi	Mkt>l{	Hons	Haacke:	MetroMobiltan,	John	Weber	Gallery,	New	York,	1985	269	Peace	lower,	Los	Angeles,	1965	Since	World	War	II,	some	artists	have	continued	to	create	projects	that	have	side-stepped	the	prescribed	frameworks	of	fine	art	in	order	to	initiate	social	come	an	1970s
change.	An	early	example	of	what	would	be-	explosion	of	activist	creativity	in	the	late	1960s	and	early	the	Peace	Tower	of	1965	is	than	400	artists.	—	a	collaborative	project	The	Peace	Tower	was	Hollywood	on	the	Sunset	Strip.	installed	by	more	on	an	empty	For	three	months,	lot	in	a	fifty-foot	steel	tower	and	a	billboard	studded	with	four-foot-square
creations	do-	nated	by	ment	artists	in	the	was	one	of	the	first	protests	against	the	U.S.	involve-	Vietnam	War.	The	Tower	drew	crowds	covered	by	the	international	press	and	local	TV.	centerpiece	for	the	social	geography	of	and	allowed	the	day.	270	daily.	It	was	The	Tower	became	a	the	Los	Angeles	community	for	a	creative	street	spectacle	that
addressed	the	issues	of	Group	Material:	Democracy	Project:	"Education	and	Democracy,"	the	Dia	Art	Foundation,	Since	1980,	the	artists'	been	producing	projects	spaces	such	as	subway	museums,	trains,	billboards,	to	a	broad	public	collaborative	for	traditional	New	York,	1988	Group	Material	has	and	nontraditional	public	storefronts,	alternative	arts
organizations,	and	buses.	Their	projects	make	Art	available	and	examine	such	topics	as	American	democracy,	education,	the	mass	media,	U.S.	intervention	in	Central	and	South	America,	and	the	AIDS	of	scores	of	artists.	crisis.	They	Their	art	exhibitions	collaborate	with	include	the	work	community	groups.	They	produce	publications.	The	above
photograph	installation,	which	was	one	of	is	of	the	"Education	and	Democracy"	a	series	of	exhibitions	created	Material	at	the	Dia	Foundation	in	New	York	titled	by	Group	Democracy.	(The	other	three	installations	dealt	with	"Politics	and	Election,"	"Cultural	Participation,"	and	"AIDS	and	Democracy:	junction	with	the	exhibition,	A	Case	Study.")	In	con-
Group	Material	held	"Town	Meetings,"	which	brought	diverse	communities	together	for	discussion,	and	as	an	extension	of	these	activities	they	produced	a	book	about	Art,	culture,	and	politics	with	essays	by	a	spectrum	of	writers	including	Bombeck,	Henrv	Louis	Gates,	and	271	Bill	Movers.	Erma	ACT-UP	Demonstration	In	the	mid-1980s	cultural
activism.	Among	in	Manhattan,	1988,	photograph	by	Rolf	Sjogren	and	founded	in	Through	its	shirts),	its	UP	has	WAC	WHAM!	first	and	most	creative	demonstrations,	its	ACT-UP	(AIDS	ACT-UP,	Coalition).	visible	of	these	groups.	products	(buttons,	decals,	T-	activities,	its	art	exhibits,	become	an	important	a	resurgence	of	(Women's	Health	Action	and
(Women's	Action	1989,	was	the	watchdog	was	the	most	visible	groups	are	Coalition	to	Unleash	Power),	Mobilization),	and	early	1990s	there	and	voice	within	the	its	videos,	AIDS	The	and	legal	coalition	calls	attention	to	the	inequities	that	affect	research	policy	decisions.	bians	ACT-UP	who	have	been	under	crisis.	272	ACT-	crisis.	has	fought	for	the
rights	of	gays	and	attack	during	this	health	and	les-	civil	liberties	In	1988	against	U.S.	WHAM!	women	and	which	chiseled	away	at	a	was	formed	the	in	response	to	the	backlash	Supreme	Court's	Webster	woman's	freedom	decision,	of	choice.	After	the	Anita	Hill	controversy,	WAC	was	formed	in	myriad	committees	and	groups	that	deploy	the	spectrum
of	affiliated	1992.	All	three	coalitions	have	creative	options	for	getting	their	messages	out.	WAC	demonstration	during	"St.	John's	Rope	Trial"	273	in	Queens,	New	York,	1992,	photograph	by	Meryl	Levin	'	mm	%y/%^	tsromaaa	Stills	«	*p>	from	the	1991	pro-choice	video	Access	Denied,	which	wos	creoted	by	ReproVision,	o	collective.	The	video	"more
people	274	is	to	WHAM!	video	on	ottempt	to	educate	viewers	about	women's	healthcare	issues	and	to	encourage	do	clinic	support	and	direct	action	around	women's	reproductive	freedom."	The	Names	Project	Quilt,	Washington,	D.C.,	1987,	photograph	by	Like	the	activist	projects,	the	ful	AIDS	Ellen	B.	Neipris	quilt	exemplifies	power-	and	meaningful
creations	that	blur	boundaries	between	Art	and	everyday	life,	Art	and	popular	culture,	the	artworld	and	everybody	else.	^r	The	275	Names	Project	Quilt,	Washington,	D.C.,	1987,	photogroph	by	;!"',ri	'ff4	\f^V/	€f	Ellen	B.	Neipris	Maya	276	Lin:	Vietnam	Veterans	Memorial,	1982,	photograph	by	William	Clark	Richard	Serra:	Tilted	Arc,	installed	1981,
dismantled	How	do	public	Art	and	monuments	1989	affect	the	people	who	view	them?	In	Richard	Serra's	site-specific	Minimalist	works	he	seeks	to	make	visible	the	conditions	of	the	social	landscape.	a	massive	sheet	of	steel	that	obstructed	in	front	of	a	His	Tilted	Arc,	an	unsightly	corporate	plaza	government	administration	building,	was	removed	in
1989	after	protests	against	the	piece.	Although	Tilted	Arc	was	destroyed,	its	installation,	controversy,	and	destruction	manifested	is-	sues	of	the	plaza	that	were	related	to	the	piece's	genesis	and	meaning.	For	the	Vietnam	Memorial,	Maya	Lin	appropriated	the	abstract,	Minimalist	idiom,	which	uals	unfamiliar	with	and	is	Art,	commonly	who	action.	This
died	in	the	Vietnam	unintelligible	to	individ-	and	inflected	historically	specific	detail:	the	sonnel	tile	modern	names	War	and	of	all	all	it	with	a	very	personal	the	U.S.	military	per-	U.S.	persons	missing	in	element	of	"the	names"	completed	the	piece's	silent,	tac-	eloquence,	creating	both	an	aesthetic	achievement	and	a	ment	easily	read	by	its	viewers	as	a
war	memorial	—	or	an	anti-war	memorial.	Mayo	277	Lin:	monu-	Vietnam	Veterans	Memorial,	1982,	photograph	by	William	Cork	What	associated	with	when	the	role	of	Art	today,	is	modern	Art,	so	many	of	the	agendas	particularly	those	of	the	twentieth-	century	avant-garde,	have	been	realized	on	the	other	side	of	the	great	divide	—popular	culture?
Since	World	War	developed	modern	the	legacy	of	and-roll	is	rock-and-roll	(which	much	of	Art.	Like	the	international	avant-garde,	rock-	the	creative	product	of	a	rebellious	youth	culture	trying	to	reach	a	mass	audience.	Their	II,	1950s	postmodernist	culture)	has	shared	in	the	Its	artists	and	personal	lives	embrace	technological	innovation.	styles	are
often	counterculture.	Many	rock	groups	have	appropriated	creative	strategies	of	modern	art	history:	Some	stage	acts	can	be	seen	as	others	have	lifted	ideas	from	the	Surrealists,	the	Situationists,	Neo-Dada	performance,	pop	music	has	groups.	Although	Madonna,	most	rock	musicians,	work	collaboratively,	in	bands.	group	may	initially	for	vast	global
and	other	individual	stars	like	Elvis	and	like	the	international	avant-garde,	But	however	much	a	rock-and-roll	appeal	to	a	specific	youth	subculture,	audiences	is	art	its	different	from	that	of	its	fine	art,	potential	which	re-	mains	within	the	arcane	reaches	of	high	culture.	The	recordings	of	the	most	universally	famous	group,	Beatles,	continue	to
permeate	our	after	they	disbanded.	lives.	Whether	an	in	stores,	rooms	—	on	Their	music	landscape	twenty-five	years	part	of	the	soundtrack	of	our	muzak,	we	hear	Beatles	songs	and	in	the	privacy	of	New	Zealand,	California,	and	Norway.	sounds	and	images	of	mainstream	the	universal	languages	of	the	278	is	original	recording	or	streets,	in	elevators,
in	India,	social	film,	modern	The	our	bed-	Similarly,	the	TV,	and	radio	have	become	world.	The	Beatles	The	Supremes	279	How	should	we	evaluate	the	impact	of	Art	compared	to	the	power	of	popular	culture?	Can	popular	culture	accommodate	the	ical	critique	that	has	been	the	man's	early	"film	stills,"	domain	for	of	modern	rad-	Art?	In	Cindy	Sher-
example,	she	challenged	patriarchal	conventions	both	in	her	pictures	(bv	photographing	herself	mas-	querading	method	as	vaguely	familiar	feminine	(by	being	both	creator	ducer	and	product).	But	isn't	stereotypes)	and	subject,	director	and	and	in	her	actress,	pro-	that	one	of	the	things	that	Madonna	does	in	her	productions?	Surelv	there	are
important	differences	be-	tween	the	work	of	Sherman	and	that	of	Madonna.	Nonetheless,	Madonna	also	deals	with	our	culture's	feminine	stereotypes.	with	them,	exploits	them,	challenges	them	—and	she	does	it	She	plavs	with	pop	music	and	videos	that	millions	of	people	want	to	see	and	hear.	280	Cindy	Sherman:	Untitled	film	Lois	281	lane	in	trie
1950s	television	still,	1978	program	Superman	Cindy	Shermon:	Untitled	film	still,	1979	Marilyn	Monroe	282	Marilyn	Monroe	283	in	Gentlemen	Prefer	Blondes,	1953	Madonna	in	Truth	or	Dare,	284	1991	Liza	Minnelli	in	Cabaret,	1972	Should	we	diminish	the	seductive	"poetry"	and	the	critique	of	great	rock	music?	Isn't	memorable	statements	on
"desire"	Stones'	hit	"Satisfaction"?	Isn't	it	social	one	of	the	most	trenchant	and	and	consumer	culture	the	Rolling	time	to	leave	behind	criteria	that	equate	"high"	with	Art	and	"low"	with	popular	culture	and	commerce,	considering	the	dominance	of	the	market	regarding	the	value	of	Art	and	the	impact	and	eloquence	of	certain	aspects	of	popular	ture
such	as	rap,	music	that	speak	World	a	Beat,	language	and	the	flood	of	pop	and	ethnic	rock	for	both	the	masses	and	the	margins?	The	Rolling	Stones	285	cul-	Public	Enemy's	rap	music	among	is	the	most	eloquent	and	powerful	creations	dealing	with	the	issues	of	race	in	America.	Unfortunately,	some	of	the	individuals	affiliated	with	P.E.	have,	at	times,
shown	discouraging	intolerence	and	work	nonetheless	continues	the	tradition	of	the	important	Jews.	Their	artists	of	to	other	groups,	such	as	gays	the	international	avant-garde.	Public	Enemy's	music	video	"Shut	'em	down,"	directed	by	Stephen	Kroninger,	Mark	Pellington,	and	Lewis	Klahr,	is	a	manifesto	for	cultural	revolution.	Fast-paced	graphics
reminiscent	of	those	of	the	Situationist	International	feature	images	of	great	African-American	leaders,	film	footage	of	blacks	being	beaten	in	race	riots,	racist	car-	toons,	and	tabloid	news	clippings	which	of	"Shut	'em	Down,"	as	well	as	are	interspersed	with	the	lyrics	messages	such	as	"seize	the	time,"	"the	black	side	of	American	history,"	"freedom,"
"knowledge,"	"vision,"	"wisdom,"	"education,"	"strength,"	"action,"	Chuck	D.,	P.E.'s	leader,	writer,	tle	for	the	mind."	sent.	Very	visible	the	much	He	"justice,"	MC,	and	designer,	raps	about	"the	bat-	speaks	of	the	racism	of	the	past	in	the	spirit	of	artists	like	workings	of	power,	and	empowerment	and	then	Chuck	D.	like	calls	his	Nike	but	wait	a	audience
to	action	minute	supports	so	put	Money	in	it	Corporations	owe	gotta	give	To	up	the	dough	da	town	Or	Else	We	gotta	shut	'em	down	&ro	Rr	Sr*	The	286	pre-	specifically	speaks	of	their	relation	to	cor-	The	neighborhood	Dey	—and	the	Hans	Haacke	who	make	porate	America:	I	and	"power."	g	some	w^BBBP^	^	1	Video	stills	from	Public	Enemy's	"Shut
'em	down,"	o	1991	music	video	directed	by	Stephen	Kroninger,	Mork	Pellington,	Lewis	Klahr	287	File	Megazine,	(no.	28,	1987),	produced	by	the	Fine	does.	It	art	artists'	collaborative	many	people	does	not	reach	as	General	Idea	as	popular	culture	remains	a	leisure-time	activity	for	a	relatively	circumscribed	population,	and	dence	over	its	its	status	as
high-yield	investment	often	takes	prece-	other	functions.	Sunflowers	been	altered,	lion?	288	How	now	that	it	has	the	meaning	of	was	bought	Van	Gogh's	at	auction	for	$40	mil-	To	raise	these	issues	is	not	to	say	that	fine	art	is	not	powerful.	Despite	the	parameters	of	culture	today,	Art	retains	tremendous	importance	and	visibility	in	our	society.	Art	is
one	especially	powerful	subculture	that,	at	times,	intersects	or	conjoins	with	popular	culture.	At	its	best,	Art	provides	eloquence,	beauty,	and	rigorous	social	critique.	The	most	important	artists	of	our	time	are	visionary	in	that	they	continue	to	challenge	us	to	see	our	world	differently.	They	repre-	sent	our	culture	in	enlightened	and,	at	times,	beautiful
ways.	Artists	prepare	the	289	mind	and	the	spirit	for	new	ideas	—new	ways	of	seeing.	The	key	component	of	this	1989-90	installation	titled	Cor-	nered,	by	the	fair-skinned	artist	Adrian	Piper,	which	she	a	video	in	is	addresses	her	audience:	I'm	black.	...	If	for	white.	And	why	problem	is	I	don't	should	not	simply	identity.	It's	also	tell	you	who	I	I	am,	have
to	pass	have	to	do	that?	my	personal	one,	about	.	.	.	The	my	racial	your	problem,	z'fyou	have	a	tendency	manner	toward	to	behave	in	a	derogatory	or	insensitive	when	you	blacks	I	see	none	present.	searchers	estimate	that	almost	all	.	.	Some	.	re-	purportedly	white	Americans	have	between	5%	and	20%	black	ancestry.	Now,	this	country's	person	as
black	if	entrenched	conventions	they	have	any	black	ancestry.	So	most	purportedly	white	Americans	are,	in	What	are	you	going	to	do	about	go	to	any	lack	of	integration	within	New	290	a	certain	York	Art	opening	.	.	.	amount	for	of	affirma-	evidence	of	the	American	communities.	Piper	uses	her	work	to	challenge	viewers	to	look	vided	society.	fact,
black.	it?	Although	the	artworld	practices	tive	action,	just	classify	a	at	the	way	we	remain	art-	a	racially	di-	291	Krysztof	ments"	to	life	buildings	and	Park	in	Wodiczko	brings	what	he	calls	our	"dead	by	projecting	images	created	by	monuments.	New	York	City,	In	his	1987	proposal	for	During	the	1980s,	this	project	become	lit	New	York	its	cities'	streets.
in	in	the	1980s,	Poland	and	has	lived	in	Canada,	when	Manhattan	skyscapers	had	with	dazzling	light	installations	that	delineated	and	gilded	the	"official"	facade	of	the	city	during	the	Reagan	era.	In	the	less	a	Wodiczko	to	gentrification.	Wodiczko,	who	was	born	to	as	a	result	of	the	because	the	homeless	had	been	driven	out	of	Union	Square	Park	due



moved	Union	Square	Ronald	Reagan	and	George	Bush,	the	homeless	became	national	tragedy	in	the	U.S.	and	filled	proposed	onto	he	wanted	to	project	images	of	homeless	peo-	ple	onto	the	statues	in	the	park.	policies	of	monu-	slide	projections	proposal	—and	what	might	be	in	his	realized	projects	—Wodiczko	home-	illuminates	called	the	"political
unconscious"	of	our	urban	land-	scape.	{opposite)	Krysztof	Wodiczko:	Proposol	for	The	Homeless	Projection,	Union	Square,	as	homeless	family,	George	Washington	as	homeless	of	man	in	New	York,	1987	(allegory	of	Charity	wheelchair	with	Windex,	Lafayette	as	wounded	symbol	freedom)	292	i	M*	»'	-Mb'-''	jHBMft^	k2\	v.---	J	k	Wr^v	all	•'it.	J.	nmm	•
ft	Mlt	*.	!	Krysztof	Wodiczko:	294	Abraham	Lincoln	with	Crutch,	1987	Felix	Gonzalez-Torres	creates	a	diverse	range	of	work	that	in-	cludes	images,	objects,	installations,	and	billboards.	Much	seen	as	a	meditation	on	mourning	and	the	transience	of	played	by	this	1991	it	can	be	life,	as	dis-	of	paper	piece,	where	hundreds	of	sheets	of	stacked	paper	of	a
theoretically	infinite	supplv	printed	with	a	black-and-white	photograph	of	the	vast	and	deep	sea	are	meant	to	be	taken,	one	by	one,	by	the	stream	of	gallery	visitors.	wr	Felix	Gonzalez-Torres,	Untitled,	295	1991	(ideal	height:	7	inches,	offset	print	on	paper,	endless	copies)	Marcel	Broodthaers:	Miroir	d'	Epoque	Regency,	Bruxelles,	This	Broodthaers.	a	is
It	is	1973	work	of	Art	by	the	one	of	the	thirteen	late	Belgian	artist	Marcel	installations,	held	in	different	lo-	cations	from	1968	to	1972,	that	comprise	his	imaginary	Musee	d'Art	Moderne,	Department	des	Aigles	Art,	Eagles	Department).	For	museum,	(Museum	of	Modern	this	installation,	the	"Section	des	fig-	ures"	held	in	Dusseldorf	in	1972,
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